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There are Several Types of Problems

SIMPLE

Making Soup

• Right Recipe is 
essential

• Gives same results 
every time

KNOWN

COMPLICATED

Raising a Child

• No “right” recipes 
or protocols

• Outside factors 
influence 

• Experience helps, 
but doesn’t 
guarantee success

UNKNOWABLE

COMPLEX

Sending a Rocket to 
the Moon 

• “Formulae” Needed

• Experience is built 
over time and can be 
repeated with 
success

KNOWABLE







FSG





Example of shared intent/goal: 

50% reduction in re-incarceration by 2020



Mind Shifts 

• Mindset Shift One: Who is involved
– Get all the right eyes on the problem

• Mindset Shift Two: How people work together
– The relational is as important as the rational 
– Adaptive over technical work
– Structure is as important as strategy

• Mindset Shift Three: How Progress Happens
– Think “System Strategy” not “Program Strategy”

Source: John Kania, “Essential Mindset Shifts in Collective 
Impact.”  CIS presentation, October 7, 2014



Buy In vs Ownership

Buy-In: Someone else has developed the idea, made 
the decision, designed an action plan and then 
asks and needs the staff/citizens to implement it.

Ownership: Front line staff/citizens develop the idea, 
make the decisions, design the action plan 
and act on it.

Buy-in is the opposite of ownership and a danger 
signal that tells you that your development 
and implementation process are missing the 
essential ingredient of involving everyone who 
needs to be.

Source: Brenda Zimmerman, “Leadership in Complex Times.” CIS 
presentation, October 8 2014



Watch Outs

• Don’t Confuse “Quick Wins” with “Quick Fixes”
• Success is not a destination in complexity, it is an 

ongoing process of learning and adaptation
• Make resources available for safe-fail experiments 
• Error-friendly learning
• Content expertise is great but it must not dominate
• Context expertise is key to ownership rather than 

buy-in 
• Trust the wisdom of the community
• Need community ownership of actions and 

measurements 


